


THE :MOON. 

There was a thi ng a full month old 

" ' hen A clam was no more; 

Before that thing was five weeks 

old) 

Adam was years five score. 
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TIIE TOY-SHOP. 

J\aron. 
A is for Aaron, who reads in 

the park. 
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B is for Bow-wow, who 
never will bark. .. ' 

Crab. 
C is for Crab, to eat if you 

please. 
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Dolphin. 
D is for Dolphin, without 

any e's. 

Estl1er. 
E is for Esther, a very good 

lass. 
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Fop. 

·Fis a Fop, as a fop let him 
pass. 
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Gu11. 

G is a Gun, lads, to scare all · 
the crows, 

Or kill all our foes if they 
come, I suppose. 
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Hercules. 
' 

H is for Hercules, with bis 
large club. 

· Idler. 
· I is an Idler, take this for a 

rub. 
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Janetta. 
J stands for .Janetta, with l1er:: 

little bird. 

I(ing. 
IC is for I{ing: pretty hors-et 

on my word. 
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Lad. 

L is for Lad, that is crying, 
'tis nat. 

.1. 
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Monke3r. 

Mis a ~1onkey that's nursing 
poor Nat. 
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N at1ghty. 

N is for Naughty Boy, kick 
him, good Horse ! 
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O,r let . 
. 0 is for Ow let, for better and 

. worse. 

Parson. 
Ps for the Parson, to bury 

us all. 
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Queen's House. 
'Q's for the Queen's house, at 

which you may call. 

Rover. 
R is the Rover, good ship 

every inch. 
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. ., 
Snuff-Bo·x. ,· 

Sis for snuff-Box, pray, Sir, 
take a pinch. 
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'1-,ea-pot. 
T's forthe~ea-pot most ladies 

admire, 
So set on the kettle, and blow 

up the fire. 
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Uncle. 
U stands · for Uncle, a very 

good .1\; an. 

VirtL1e. 
Vis for, irtue; be as good as 

you can. 
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W for Wild-Fow 1, no matter 
from where, 

Suffice it I've nice entertain
ment just here. 
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X 
X stands in Rex ; long life to 

our IGng. 

Yeoman. 
Y shows you three Yeomen, 

though they cannot sing. 



Zac. 

Z is for old Zac, the Papa of 
Miss Jenny. 



Con.e here, and ride round, 
and all this f\ff a penny. 

FINIS. 

Pdnt.ed by H c11ry M o:i:lcy a11d Svn, Derl),y. 




